
MFK 500-T



Product information:

The tunnel washer MFK 500-T excels with innovative options such as a convenient detergent dosing
system and very efficient high pressure cleaning equipment.

Based on the successful MFK 500 front arm series the tunnel washer was adapted in order to meet the
special requirements of professional tunnel maintenance: a standard telescopic arm enables important
cleaning heights and the lateral shift makes it easier to adapt the equipment to the conditions in the
tunnel. The transport position of the arm in front of the vehicle offers an easy park-out and park-in
function even in narrow tunnel cross sections. Through the hydraulic swivelling device of the brush, the
tunnel washer is ready for operation swiftly.

Torsion frame is included in the basic scope.

In solo operation is a counterweight of 700 kg in CA4 obligatory 

Product advantages

- Large range
- Rapid working speed
- High cleaning performance
- Innovative features

Basic information

Model variants
40512512

Vehicle model
U423

Wheelbase
3.600 mm

Body mounting duration
2 - 3 Monate

Unladen body weight
1500kg

Euro standard
M5M: Engine version Euro VI,
with OBD-C

Minimum vehicle specification
CP3: Implement mounting plate DIN76060 type B, cat. 3
CA4: Rear mounting brackets
G20: Additional gearbox with working gear range
HN4: Dual-circuit hydraul. sys., 3-cell, fully-prop.
ED6: Socket 24V/25A in cab, C3 impulse included
LL6: Additional lights, height adjustable
N08: Live PTO incl. PTO front
TQ9: Weight variant 13.8 t (6.9/7.5)
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MFK 500-T in transport position MFK 500-T in operation

MFK 500-T in transport position
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Contact persons.

Mulag Fahrzeugwerk GmbH u. Co. KG
Heinz Wössner GmbH u. Co. KG
Mr. Frank Spinner
Gewerbestraße 8
DE-77728 Oppenau

Telephone 1: +49 7804 913 182
Fax:: +49 7804 913 163
Telephone 2: +49 0174 3472565
Email: f.spinner@mulag.de
Website: http://www.mulag.de

Mulag Fahrzeugwerk GmbH u. Co. KG is Unimog ExpertPartner. The status was issued following a positive appraisal of the
company based on the criteria of quality, service, engineering and sales/marketing.

Information relating to the body is provided solely by the bodybuilder, and is placed on the site by the bodybuilder. Daimler
Truck AG has not verified the information provided by the bodybuilder for correctness or completeness, and neither accepts
any liability nor provides any form of warranty for this information.
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